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From: Harvie Branscomb
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 12:27 PM
To: Dwight Shellman
Cc: Stefanie Mann; Judd Choate;
Subject: UVS approvals
Dwight‐
According to the Friday Week in Brief, the UVS temporary approval notices would be issued yesterday and an email sent
to clerks and election administrators. Please send me a copy of the email if it exists or as a minimum tell me which
vendors have the temporary approval. I have also asked for the VSTL reports.
Thanks very much.
Also I am hoping to produce a more complete report on Denver's recent election that piloted a Dominion voting system
based on personal observation and on documents received from Denver. As of yet the documents I have requested have
not arrived and I am concerned that my input to the PERC may be too late.
Please be aware that although I have sent a draft of a report, I am planning to report more fully on the Denver pilot as
an example of what might need to be done as part of an evaluation of pilot systems in November. In particular I am
hoping to receive the logs and related documents that the Dominion system produces as part of the election process
and any Denver created documents that pertain. As of yet I do not have a list of such documents from Denver. Some
may be coming in the mail today.
I know the PERC is discussing surveys that could be used, but a very serious and critical review of all produced
documents (including cast vote records and ballot scans) is needed for this important one‐time evaluation of voting
systems. And this review should not be limited to insiders among election officials nor left to the chances that CORA will
or will not provide the necessary documentation in time.
Thanks.
Harvie Branscomb
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